
DI 
10s 準備 40s作答，太陽彼得最後所有題型，只用 BAR跟 FLOW的模板就可以講完 40秒~ 
 
簡單 Bar, Pie 
1. The following graph shows information about標題, (between頭年 and尾), which includes 項目 
2. According to the graph, (if we look at 項目 A) we can see that,  

 the largest number can be found in X which is around Y 
 The second largest number can be found in X which is around Y .  
 And the smallest number can be found in X which is around Y. 

3. If we look at項目 B, we can see that…. 
（分類很多時，每類只說 1 句最大或最小；類別少時，每個類別多說幾句） 

4. Apart from that, we can also see that其他踩點 and其他踩點 are included in the picture. 
5. In conclusion, this is an interesting graph about標題. 
 
Line 
1. The following graph shows information about標題, (between頭年 and尾), which includes 項目 
2. According to the graph, (if we look at 項目 A) we can see that, 

 the largest number can be found in X which is around Y 
 And the smallest number can be found in X which is around Y. 

3. If we look at項目 B, we can see that…. 
 The number has been stable during the given period, which is around Y. 
 There is an increasing/decreasing trend during the given period, starting from  Y1 to Y2. 

4. Apart from that, we can also see that其他踩點 and其他踩點 are included in the picture. 
5. In conclusion, this is an interesting graph about標題 
Flow 
1. The following graph shows information about標題, which includes ___stages 
2. According to the graph, (if we look at 項目 A) we can see that,  

 The whole process starts from the first stage which is called “  ” 
 During this stage, we can see____ ……（文字太少，需要添加廢話時） 

 And then it goes to the next stage which is called “  ” 
 During this stage, we can see____ ……（文字太少，需要添加廢話時）  

3. 有岔路時： 
 There are_____directions from here. 

 If it goes to岔路 A, it will go to ___ and then goes to____.  
 If it goes to岔路 B, it will go to ___ and then goes to____.  

4. 循環圖表講到最後一步時： 
 And then it will go back to the first stage which is called “  ”, and the cycle will restart again. 

5. In conclusion, this is an interesting graph about標題 
 
  



Table 
1. The following graph shows information about標題 
2. According to the graph, if we look at the picture horizontally, we can see that there are many 

categories, such as ____,____,____. 
3. If we look at the picture vertically, we can see that there are many categories, 

including____,____,____. 
4. Apart from that, we can also see that其他踩點 and其他踩點 are included in the picture. 
5. In conclusion, this is an interesting graph about標題. 
 
Map / picture  
1. The following graph shows information about標題, and there are some interesting elements in the 

picture. 
2. According to the graph, we can see 

 Colour ____ represents ____, colour____ represents____.... 
 On the left / center/right/ top /bottom of this photo, it shows…/there is…. 

3. Apart from that, we can also see that其他踩點 and其他踩點 are included in the picture. 
4. The largest area is, the smallest area is…. 
5. In conclusion, this is an interesting graph about標題 
 
 
 
  


